Dear Parents,

September month was full of enjoyment, enthusiasm and new learning. 2nd grade students learnt many new things through academics and co-curriculum activities.

5th September celebrated as teacher’s day which is also the birthday of famous philosopher and a teacher Sh. Sarvapalli Radhakrishnan. On this day our senior students acted as a teacher which was enjoyed by teachers as well as junior students.

Janamashtami the birthday of Lord Krishna is celebrated with great devotion and enthusiasm in India. This festival teaches us to be friendly and value of sharing. 2nd grade boys dressed in Lord Krishna’s attire broke the handi. It seemed as if Krishna himself landed on earth for celebration.

In this month we introduced the concept of multiplication. Students understood that multiplying “X” means adding the same number of things repeatedly. They gained the deep understanding by counting things in groups to solve multiplication problems. The activities used allowed the students to understand multiplication without using rote learning. Instead of skip counting numbers on a number line, students were encouraged to skip count by using real group of things. In language, students learnt to write instructions and understood the difference between a statement, commanded a question. They did this by following instructions in “lemonade making activity”

Family is a place where we learn the value of love, affection, care, truthfulness and self confidence. Family is the place where we are accepted for what we are. Family provides us the suggestions which are necessary to get success in life. Our little Savanians learnt their connections with their family and relatives. In today’s World were children stay with their families away from grandparents uncles and aunt this lesson helped them to understand their family in a better way. It also sensitized the children towards the needs of aging members of their family.

There is lot more in store to come up in the October month.
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